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Abstract— Multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO)
over-the-air (OTA) measurements have helped 4G wireless
systems significantly for the communication throughput and
to enhance the network stability. However, there remains a
potential challenge, which may substantially obstruct the OTA
test methodologies being adopted in 5G evaluations. According
to the MIMO OTA measurement standards, throughput tests
should be conducted in the far-field. As a result, a general
system covering all the 4G frequency bands should be larger
than 3.6 m, and even tens of meters for 5G. In addition to
the cost of the chamber hardware, a sizeable footprint of
building space is also required for the test system. Consequently,
conducting far-field tests directly incurs excessively high costs
in 5G. A compact system with dimensions of 1.9 m for 5G
MIMO OTA is proposed in this paper, where a near-field to
far-field transformation method is adopted into the current
standard MIMO OTA test approach (the radiated two-stage
approach), and the throughput in the near field is measured.
Compared to existing test systems, the compact solution can
achieve a cost reduction by at least an order of magnitude and
obtain comparable results as a full-scale certification system.
Index Terms— 5G, multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO), near field to far field, radiated two-stage.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

N EXPLOSIVE growth in the quantity of multipleinput and multiple-output (MIMO) wireless terminals
has been seen in the last decade [1]–[4]. Over-the-air (OTA)
evaluations of MIMO wireless device radio frequency (RF)
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performance are critical for the user experience and ensuring
that the in-band and out-band interference does not significantly impact the wireless network quality and reliability [5], [6]. However, currently most of wireless products
cannot be fully measured for estimating the RF performances,
due to the test cost.
MIMO OTA testing is specified by international organizations such as the Cellular Telecommunication and Internet Association (CTIA) and the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) [7], [8]. The standards specify that OTA
tests should be conducted in the far-field, since in the near
field, the test errors resulting from the test distance cannot
be quantified and may not be negligible. The standard farfield MIMO OTA measurement system is of large dimensions
(tens of meters for 5G), with a high hardware and real
estate cost [9], [10]. This would limit the OTA measurement
accessibility for many wireless device manufacturers. There
is a need to theoretically analyze and resolve the near-fieldrelated MIMO throughput measurement uncertainties, so that
the 5G measurement test range can be reduced. A compact
size MIMO OTA test solution is proposed herein. The cost
can be reduced by more than an order of magnitude, while
maintaining the test accuracy, as demonstrated below.
MIMO communications, where both the transmitting and
receiving ports are equipped with multiple antennas, is a
well-recognized approach to increase the spectral efficiency
and the communication throughput [11]–[14]. The multiantenna equipment enhances the communication reliability
with antenna diversity, and transfers multiple data streams
simultaneously in the same time–frequency window, which
increases the communication capacity. Moreover, for massive
MIMO communication, the base station can achieve very high
(array) antenna gain through beam forming which allows for a
substantial reduction in transmission power [1]. Hence, MIMO
is a promising candidate technology that will be incorporated
into 5G and beyond wireless communication systems.
OTA testing is a measurement method that can evaluate
the true RF performance of an MIMO system. Sometimes,
it is the only mean for accurate MIMO evaluations. First,
OTA is conducted without cables connected to the device
under test (DUT), namely, the DUT is evaluated under its
normal operating conductions [15]–[17]. Further, for 5G and
millimeter-wave (mmWave) systems, there may have no room
to fit RF connectors for test purposes due to the small physical
size and low cost requirement of the device, especially for
chipset antennas [18], [19].
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MIMO communications take advantage of multipath propagation to improve the channel capacity. So the multipath
channel properties should be characterized during MIMO OTA
measurements. Two standard test methodologies for creating
the spatial channel models are presented in the standard specifications: multiple probe anechoic chamber (MPAC) methods
and the radiated two stage (RTS) method [20]–[22]. The RTS
method is also denoted as a “wireless cable method” or “virtual
cable method” [23], [24].
The standardizations for MIMO OTA have helped 4G longterm evolution (LTE) to enhance the entire network stability
and increase the throughput. However, there still remains a
potential challenge, which may fundamentally prevent the
OTA test methodologies being adopted for 5G wireless evaluations. According to the standards [7]–[9], [25], all OTA
measurement chambers are required to meet the far-field
test conditions, namely, the test distance R should meet the
requirements R > 2D 2 /λ, R > 3D, and R > 3λ, where D is
the total DUT dimension, and λ denotes the wavelength. So a
certification chamber covering all the 4G cellular frequency
bands (from 0.6 to 6 GHz) should be larger than 3.6 m for
handling the DUTs of 0.3 m in size (the minimum quiet zone
required in CTIA test plan [9] for holding cellular phones and
head/hand phantoms). For a MPAC chamber for 4G MIMO,
the size is usually larger than 7.2 m, since the test distance
corresponds to the chamber radius [20], [23]. And the new
progress of the MPAC method for 5G MIMO OTA testing is
updated in [26].
The real challenges lie in the fact that 5G communication
systems are generally working at higher frequency in terms
of carrier. Proposals [25], [27] show that the frequency of 5G
wireless terminals is up to 52.6 GHz, which corresponds to
the far-field distance of dozens of meters for maintaining a
0.3-m-diameter quiet zone. Achieving far-field test conditions
through a sizeable facility will result in high testing costs for
5G user equipment evaluations.
To address this issue, a compact size measurement system
for MIMO OTA is proposed based on the RTS technique [21], [22], which is one of the standards [7], [8]. The
RTS method has the advantage that the antenna pattern measurement is separated from throughput test. This makes it possible for a compact near-field chamber MIMO measurement.
Then, for acquiring the far-field antenna pattern, the nearfield to far-field transformation is used. In this paper, a source
reconstruction algorithm is employed for reconstructing the
far-field antenna pattern in the developed MIMO OTA test
methodology [28]–[31]. Finally, MIMO throughput tests are
conducted by utilizing the signals derived with combining the
calculated far-field antenna pattern and the desired channel
model. It is the first time the RTS method involving a transformation matrix is used for MIMO throughput evaluations.
The proposed compact size solution using a near-field to
far-field transformation (RTS) significantly reduces the test
distance for MIMO OTA, especially for 5G. The chamber
dimension is only 1.9, as demonstrated herein, which can fit in
ordinary office spaces and be easily relocatable. Compared to
a far-field system, a reduction in the cost by at least an order
of magnitude can be achieved without losing the test accuracy.
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The proposed compact solution is a promising candidate for
5G user equipment measurement standardization.
The RTS-based near-field test theory fundamentals are
detailed in Section II, followed by the implementations of the
proposed technique in a compact test system in Section III.
In Section IV, the theory is compared with experiments, and,
finally, the conclusions are presented.
II. RTS-BASED N EAR -F IELD T ESTING
For MIMO OTA measurements, two standard methods,
MPAC and RTS, are specified by the 3GPP and CTIA [7],
[8]. The MPAC method uses multiple antennas surrounding the
test zone for simulating the angles of arrival in all directions
defined in the channel model [7], [20]. The multiple antenna
environments, equipped with a multichannel emulator for realtime channel model emulation, generate the desired radiation
environment.
The RTS method is implemented based on a first stage
of DUT antenna pattern acquisition (including the amplitude
and phase information at all directions), and followed by
a second stage of throughput measurement via delivering the
test vectors (consisting of the measured pattern and the desired
channel model information) into the DUT receivers directly,
in a radiated way. The conventional standard RTS method is
conducted with far-field antenna pattern measurements.
Overcoming the far-field test limitation in antenna pattern
measurements allows for a much shorter measurement distance. The proposed RTS-based near-field test method for
MIMO OTA is on near-field to far-field transformation for
achieving the antenna pattern in the method. In this paper,
the far-field transformation is realized though the source
reconstruction method, which exploits a group of electric and
magnetic dipole moments to replace the real DUT in producing
the same far-field antenna pattern. Then, finally the throughput
is measured with far-field pattern information combined with
channel emulation. The details of the theory are divided into
three parts: first the MIMO OTA test theory, followed by the
source reconstruction methodology, and finally, the RTS-based
near-field throughput test algorithm.
A. MIMO OTA Test Theory
Multiple data streams are transmitted simultaneously in
MIMO base station. And the MIMO user equipment recovers
the transmitted streams from the received signals depending on
the estimations of the propagation channel matrix [8]. So the
behavior of the propagation environment plays a significant
role in determining the throughput. The 3GPP has provided
several standard channel models for modeling the typical use
scenarios of MIMO user equipment, including the number
of clusters, number of subpaths in each cluster, angles of
departure, angles of arrivals, power distribution, and delay,
Doppler frequency component, as shown in Fig. 1 [32], [33].
Based on the proposed channel models in [33], for a P × D
MIMO system (with P antennas at base station side and D
antennas at DUT side), the signal from the pth transmitting port to the dth receiving port (antenna feed) can be
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Fig. 2.

Simplified diagram for the RTS system.

Fig. 3.

Virtual cable technique.

Multipath channel model illustrations for MIMO.

processed as
h d, p (t) =

L


e

l=1


×

χlV ,V
χlH,V

χlV ,H
χlH,H



T
V
G d,DUT
(αl,AoA )
H
G d,DUT
(αl,AoA )
 

G Vp,BS (βl,AoD )
×
(1)
GH
p,BS (βl,AoD )

( j 2πl t +ψl +(− j 2π f τl ))

where L is the total number of subpaths over all clusters, l ,
ψl , and τl are the Doppler frequency component, prime phase,
x
and delay of the lth subpath, respectively, G d,DUT
and G xp,B S
are the dth antenna gain of DUT and the pth antenna gain of
base station in x polarization separately, αl,AoA , βl,AoD , and
x,y
represent the angle of arrival, angle of departure, and
χl
complex path loss from y polarization to x polarization of the
lth subpath, respectively.
Then, the relationships between the P transmitted signals
(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x P ) and the D received signals (y1 , y2 , . . . , y D )
are
⎡
⎤
h 1,1 (t) · · · h 1,P (t)
⎢
⎥
..
..
..
(2)
y(t) = ⎣
⎦ x(t)
.
.
.
h D,1(t)

···

h D,P (t)

where y(t) and x(t) mean the received vector (y1 , y2 , . . . , y D )
and the transmitting vector (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x P ), respectively.
Assume that
⎡
⎤
h 1,1 (t) · · · h 1,P (t)
⎢
⎥
..
..
..
H (t) = ⎣
(3)
⎦
.
.
.
h D,1 (t)

···

h D,P (t)

is the time-variant channel frequency response between the
user equipment receivers and the base station antenna feeds,
and the defined channel coefficient matrix in MIMO. Recovery
of the original vector x(t) uses the inverse of the coefficient
matrix H . The accuracy is associated with the matrix condition
number, the signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal y(t),
and the ability of the wireless terminal to accurately estimate
the channel correlation matrix.
The RTS method is implemented based on the principle that
the DUT antenna pattern, if known (or measured), with the

standard base station antenna pattern, can be mathematically
embedded into the channel model for the channel coefficient
matrix real-time simulations. A simplified diagram for the RTS
method is shown in Fig. 2, where the base station is used
to generate the modulated signals, the channel emulator is
utilized to mimic the H matrix through integrating the base
station antenna pattern, the channel property, and the user
equipment antenna pattern, as given in (1)–(3). The channel
emulator output vectors, which should be delivered into the
user equipment receiver input ports without crosscoupling, are
indeed transferred separately via “virtual links.” It is worth
noting that similar to the real RF cables, the virtual links
deliver signals directly and without crosscoupling, and, no real
RF connections on the DUT are required, as stated below.
In the RTS test, the DUT is fixed in the chamber, as illustrated in Fig. 3, where the D channel emulator output signals
(y1 , y2 , . . . , y D ) are fed to the D chamber antennas after passing a D × D RF processing module (recorded as matrix M).
The propagation scenario from the D chamber antennas to D
DUT receivers can be regarded as a D × D matrix (marked
as the chamber propagation matrix P), mathematically. Once
setting matrix M being the inverse of P, the DUT receiver
inputs can be accessed by the channel emulator outputs
directly, similar as the real RF cable does, as
(sy 1 , sy 2 , . . . , sy D )T = P × M × (y1 , y2 , . . . , y D )T
= (y1 , y2 , . . . , y D )T

(4)

where ( )T denotes the transpose. Thus, this approach is
called the “virtual link” method [13]. With this virtual link
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Fig. 4. U dipole moments inside a sphere and S observation points outside.

established, the user equipment is evaluated in OTA mode,
resulting that the results are the correct reflections of DUT’s
real user experience.
B. Source Reconstruction
A finite size radiation source may be replaced by an
equivalent multipole expansion which gives the same radiation
pattern as the real source [34]. Under appropriate division,
the volume of the radiation source can be split into several
electrically small dimensions, which can be replaced by a
dipole moment with three electric components along the xyz
axes (denoted by Q x , Q y , Q z ) and three magnetic components
along the xyz axes (denoted by Mx , M y , Mz ).
Fig. 4 shows U dipole moments inside a sphere and S observation points outside the spherical boundary. The observed
electric fields at the sth point contributed by the uth source
can be characterized as [35]
E x,s,u
⎛



⎞
1
j
η
G
1
−
−
−
j
k
o o
⎟
⎜
(ko R)2
ko R 
⎟Q

=⎜

2
⎝
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3
3j
− j koηo G
−1
+
(ko R)2
ko R
R2
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3
3j
−
1
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+
Q y,u
(ko R)2
ko R
R2
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3
3j
−
1
− j ko ηo G
+
Q z,u
(ko R)2
ko R
R2


1
j
− ko2 G
+
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(ko R)2
ko R


1
j
2
+ ko G
+
(5)
(y − y  )Mz,u
(ko R)2
ko R
E y,s,u


(x − x  )(y − y  )
3
3j
−
1
= − j ko ηo G
+
Q x,u
(ko R)2
ko R
R2


⎞
⎛
1
j
⎟
⎜ j ko ηo G 1 − (ko R)2 − ko R
⎟Q


−⎜
⎝
(y − y  )2 ⎠ y,u
3
3j
+ j ko ηo G
−1
+
(ko R)2
ko R
R2

where Q x,u , Q y,u , Q z,u and Mx,u , M y,u , Mz,u are the electric
and magnetic components along the xyz directions of the uth
source at the location (x  , y  , z  ), respectively, E x,s,u , E y,s,u ,
and E z,s,u are the observed electric field components at the sth
observation [corresponding the location (x, y, z)] contributed
by the uth source along the xyz axes, ko and ηo are the
wavenumber and impedance, respectively, and G and R are
G =
R=

e− j ko R
4π R

(x − x  )2 + (y − y  )2 + (z − z  )2 .

(8)

Rewrite (5)–(7) as
s,u
s,u
s,u
×Q x,u + Xx,y
×Q y,u + Xx,z
×Q z,u
E x,s,u = Xx,x
s,u
s,u
+ ψx,y
×M y,u + ψx,z
×Mz,u

E y,s,u =
E z,s,u =

s,u
s,u
s,u
X y,x
×Q x,u + X y,y
×Q y,u + X y,z
×Q z,u
s,u
s,u
+ ψ y,x ×Mx,u + ψ y,z ×Mz,u
s,u
s,u
s,u
Xz,x
×Q x,u + Xz,y
×Q y,u + Xz,z
×Q z,u
s,u
s,u
+ ψz,x ×Mx,u + ψz,y ×M y,u.

(9)
(10)
(11)

E x,s,u , E y,s,u and E z,s,u are related to Q x,u , Q y,u ,
Q z,u , Mx,u , M y,u , Mz,u as
⎤ ⎡ s,u
⎡
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u ⎤
Xx,x Xx,y
E x,s,u
Xx,z
0
ψx,y
ψx,z
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u ⎦
⎣ E y,s,u ⎦ = ⎣ X y,x
X y,y
X y,z
ψ y,x
0
ψ y,z
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u
E z,s,u
Xz,x Xz,y Xz,z ψz,x ψz,y
0
⎡
⎤
Q x,u
⎢ Q y,u ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ Q z,u ⎥
⎥
×⎢
⎢ Mx,u ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ M y,u ⎦
Mz,u
(12)
= Ts,u ×Q M u
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where coefficients Ts,u and Q M u are
⎡ s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u ⎤
Xx,z
0
ψx,y
ψx,z
Xx,x Xx,y
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u ⎦
X y,y
X y,z
ψ y,x
0
ψ y,z
Ts,u = ⎣ X y,x
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u
s,u
Xz,x Xz,y Xz,z ψz,x ψz,y
0

T
Q M u = Q x,u Q y,u Q z,u Mx,u M y,u Mz,u . (13)
Thus, for the sth observation, the total electric field contributed by all U sources (denoted by E x,s , E y,s , E z,s ) can be
integrated as
⎡
⎤
U
E x,s

⎣ E y,s ⎦ =
(Ts,u × Q M u )
(14)
E z,s
u=1
which can be further expressed as
⎡

⎤

E x,s

⎣ E y,s ⎦ = Ts,1
E z,s

Ts,2

···

⎡
⎢
⎢
Ts,U ⎢
⎣

QM1
QM2
..
.

⎥
⎥
⎥.
⎦

⎡

(15)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(19)

where ( )∗ denotes the conjugate transpose.

G V ,k
G H,k





The presented method is based on three steps: the DUT
field measurement over a spherical surface in the near field,
the near-field to far-field transformation, and the throughput
test. Compared with the conventional RTS, which involves
the measured far-field pattern into (1)–(3) directly, an additional transfer matrix is needed in the presented test process,
as detailed below.

⎥
⎥
⎥ is the equivalent
⎦

=

⎤
⎡
 G
cos θk cos ϕk cos θk sin ϕk − sin θk ⎣ x,k ⎦
G y,k
−si nϕk
cos ϕk
0
G z,k
(20)

where θk and ϕk are the related angle of the kth location
in spherical coordinate, and G V ,k and G H,k are the far-field
antenna gain in the vertical and horizontal polarizations.
Assume that the kth location corresponds to the angle of
arrival of αl,AoA in the channel model. Then, with the nearfield to far-field algorithm embedded, the (d, p) component of
the new channel coefficient matrix H is
h new
d, p (t)

=

L



e

l=1

×
C. RTS Algorithm with Near-field to Far-field Transformation
Embebdded

⎤

Q MU
sources, and G o,k consists three components along xyz axes
T

G o,k = G x,k G y,k G z,k .
The far-field antenna gain obtained in (19) cannot be used in
the channel coefficient matrix calculations, since the Cartesian
coordinate is used in (19), while the spherical coordinate
is applied in (1). Taking the kth location as an example,
a conversion matrix is required for coordinate transformation
from Cartesian to spherical as

(17)

E o,S

QM1
QM2
..
.

⎢
⎢
where TER,k is the kth row of TER , ⎢
⎣



where TET is recorded as the generating matrix in the rest
of this paper, which is a coefficient dependent upon the
observation locations and the source coordinates.
Based on the observed electric field in (17), the sources can
be constructed as
⎤
⎡
⎤
⎡
E o,1
QM1
⎥
⎢ QM2 ⎥ 
−1 ∗ ⎢
⎥
⎢ E o,2 ⎥
⎢
∗
TET TET
(18)
⎢ .. ⎥ .
⎢ .. ⎥ = TET
⎣ . ⎦
⎣ . ⎦
Q MU

⎢
⎢
G o,k = TER,k ⎢
⎣

QM1
QM2
..
.
Q MU

⎤
E x,s
Rewrite ⎣ E y,s ⎦ as E o,s , and finally the electric fields
E z,s
at all observations associated with the all sources can be
obtained as
⎤ ⎡
⎤⎡
⎤
⎡
T1,1 T1,2 · · · T1,U
QM1
E o,1
⎢ E o,2 ⎥ ⎢ T2,1 T2,2 · · · T2,U ⎥ ⎢ Q M 2 ⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎥⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ .. ⎥ = ⎢ ..
..
.. ⎥ ⎢ .. ⎥. (16)
..
⎣
⎦
⎣ . ⎦ ⎣ .
.
.
.
. ⎦
E o,S
TS,1 TS,2 · · · TS,U
QMU
Re-express (16) as
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
E o,1
QM1
⎢ E o,2 ⎥
⎢ QM2 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ .. ⎥ = TET ⎢ .. ⎥ .
⎣ . ⎦
⎣ . ⎦
E o,S
Q MU

⎡

⎤

QMU

⎡

After the field measurement points being taken in the near
field and selecting a set of appropriate locations for placing the
U dipole moments, the generating matrix TET can be calculated according to (16) and (17). Then, knowing the observed
electric field pattern and the generating matrix, the sources
can be reconstructed through (18). Similarly, the generating
matrix between the reconstructed dipoles and the desired farfield antenna pattern points can be computed and denoted as
TER . Finally, the far-field electric field at the kth location,
marked as G o,k , is

( j 2πl t +ψl +(− j 2π f τl ))



χlV ,V

χlV ,H

χlH,V

χlH,H




×

G V ,k
G H,k

T



G Vp,B S βl,Ao D


(21)
GH
p,B S βl,Ao D

Through (18)–(21), h new
d, p (t) is associated with the near-field
measured antenna gain as (22), shown at the bottom of the
⎤T
⎡
E o,1
⎢ E o,2 ⎥
⎥
⎢
next page, where ⎢ . ⎥ is the measured electric fields in
⎣ .. ⎦
E o,S
the near field, and k and l are equivalent.
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Fig. 6. Compact chamber (1.9 m × 1.8 m × 1.1 m) and the certification
chamber (11 m × 3.5 m × 3.5 m).
Fig. 5.

Compact size chamber for MIMO.

Further, we can have the channel coefficient matrix in the
near-field RTS method as
⎤
⎡ new
h 1,1 (t) · · · h new
1,P (t)
⎥
⎢
..
..
..
(23)
H new(t) = ⎣
⎦.
.
.
.
new (t)
h new
(t)
·
·
·
h
D,1
D,P
With loading the matrix H new(t) in the channel emulator, the
last step for throughput testing can be conducted via virtual
links in the near-field RTS test process.
III. C OMPACT S YSTEM FOR MIMO OTA
A compact size chamber for performing MIMO OTA test
has been developed, as illustrated in Fig. 5, where eleven dualpolarization chamber antennas are arranged in a vertical ring,
and the i th antenna (marked as Ai in Fig. 5) is placed at
θ = 15 × i degrees referred to the spherical coordinate of the
system. The antenna layout, together with a turntable, achieves
a minimum sampling interval of 15° in the theta direction, and
1° in phi. The outer chamber size is within 1.9 m × 1.8 m ×
1.1 m (H × L × W ). And the available measurement distance
is approximately 0.64 m in consideration of the height of the
chamber antennas and absorbers.
The distance clearly does not meet the far-field measurement
requirements. Actually, in this paper, we will validate the
accuracy of the compact size system within a user equipment
of 0.22 m in dimension, at 3.8 GHz and at 751 MHz,
which corresponds to a far-field test distance of 1.3 m at
⎛⎡

3.8 GHz (determined by R > 2D 2 /λ) and 1.2 m at 751 MHz
(determined by R > 3λ). The far-field distance requirements
are approximately two times larger than the compact size
system in Fig. 5. The experiments and comparisons between
the compact size system and a certified far-field measurement
system are detailed below.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND C OMPARISONS
A. Setups
A larger certification chamber with dimensions 11 m ×
3.5 m × 3.5 m (L×H ×W ) in size is selected for comparisons,
as shown in Fig. 6. A horn antenna and a two-axis turntable
are equipped in the huge chamber for performing 3-D measurements, and the test distance inside is approximately 9.5 m.
The setups are listed in Table I. The measurement procedure is
comprised of two steps. First, measure the antenna patterns in
the compact size chamber and conduct throughput tests based
on the new near-field RTS method. Second, carry out pattern
and throughput tests based on the standard RTS method in the
huge chamber (without near-field to far-field transformation).
Finally, the results can be compared. In both steps, after
achieving the far-field patterns, the throughput test is carried
out by selecting two measurement probes and delivering the
throughput test signals into the DUT receivers via virtual
links [15], [21], [24].
Theoretically, the compact chamber size is not limited.
However, in practice, the compact solution in this paper has
limitations on physical dimensions. First, the DUT is placed
in chamber quiet zone during testing, where the reflection

⎤T
E o,1


⎜ ⎢ E o,2 ⎥ 
 ∗
−1 ∗ T
⎜⎢
cos θk cos ϕk cos θk sin ϕk − sin θk
⎜⎢ . ⎥
T
T
T
T
⎥
L
ER,k
ET
ET
ET
 ⎜ ⎣ .. ⎦
− sin ϕk
cos ϕk
0
⎜
h new
d, p (t) =
⎜ E
o,S



l,k=1 ⎜
⎜
G Vp,B S (βl,Ao D ) ( j 2πl t +ψl +(− j 2π f τl ))
⎝
χlV ,V χlV ,H
e
·
GH
χlH,V χlH,H
p,B S (βl,Ao D )

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
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TABLE I
M EASUREMENT PARAMETERS

levels are controlled so that the measurement accuracy is
not compromised. The CTIA and 3GPP test standards [7]
and [9] have specified the requirements of the quiet zone,
which is related to the test distance. So the quiet zone is a
concern in a compact test system. Second, in the proposed
compact solution, eleven measurement probes are integrated
in one small chamber. The crosscoupling between any two
antennas are also associated with the chamber size. The
smaller the chamber, the larger is the crosscoupling. Hence,
the two mentioned factors should be considered in practical
test systems.
B. Comparisons and Analysis
The antenna patterns determined under the two conditions
are compared, as shown in Fig. 7(a) of gain patterns and
Fig. 7(b) of relative phase patterns (for 751 MHz), and
Fig. 8(a) of gain patterns and Fig. 8(b) of relative phase
patterns (for 3.8 GHz), where the blue lines denote the
measured patterns in the compact chamber, the red lines are
the reconstructed patterns in the far-field from the near-field
measurements, the black curves represent the measured results
in far-field, AIR0 and AIR1 are the main antenna and the sub
antenna in user equipment, respectively, and V and H denote
the polarizations. The comparisons show that at low frequency,
the calculated far-field patterns have correlate with the farfield measurement results, and the difference in the direction
of primary gain is approximately 0.5 dB. However, in the
3.8-GHz high-frequency case, the difference in the direction
of primary gain reaches 1.5 dB. The errors may be caused by
several factors.
The path-loss and phase calibrations can be a source of
error. In the large chamber, the calibration accuracy is primarily determined by the gain ripples of the calibration antennas
(diploe and loop). While in the compact system, besides
the ripples, the common mode current radiations along the
conducted cables may impact the gain and phase calibrations
since the cables are in proximity to the chamber antennas
(especially the A10 and A11 in Fig. 5). Moreover, the position
offset would contribute a larger calibration uncertainty in a
smaller system.
Another source of error is the observation coordinate accuracy. In the source reconstruction process, the observation
location information is required, as derived in (5)–(7), where
xyzcorrespond to the observation coordinates. In this paper,
we acquire the near-field observed electric fields in the
compact chamber equipped with 11 measurement antennas.

Fig. 7. (a) Gain pattern comparisons at 751 MHz. (b) Relative phase pattern
comparisons at 751 MHz.

Theoretically, the 11 measurement antennas are located on
a circle with the same radius, as shown in Fig. 5. Namely,
the observations are located on a spherical surface. However,
at least two factors in practice impact the observation positions. The first one is the consistency of the 11 chamber antennas. All the measurement antenna phase centers are required
to be the same or calibrated carefully, so that the observation
positions can be calculated accurately. The second one lies
on the fact that all the antennas are installed with microwave
absorbers surrounded nearby, which can impact the antenna
radiation and the phase center. Finally, the phase centers
are almost impossible to evaluate accurately considering the
installation inside such a small system.
Finally, the computing errors of observation coordinate have
a lager influence on far-field pattern calculations at high
frequency. The higher the frequency, the larger will be the
phase measurement errors due to the physical location offsets.
The throughput results using the near-field RTS-based
method in a compact size system are compared with the
standard RTS method in a full-scale certification chamber
in Fig. 9. The throughput results between the certification
chamber and the compact system (with near-field tofar-field
technique), differ by approximately 0.5 dB in both bands.
It is worth noting that according to the standards [7] and [9],
the difference between different labs may be larger
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Fig. 9.

Throughput comparisons.

C. Measurement Uncertainty Analysis

Fig. 8. (a) Gain pattern comparisons at 3.8 GHz. (b) Relative phase pattern
comparisons at 3.8 GHz.

than 2.65 dB. Actually, a report showed that for three MPAC
systems, the test difference between different labs could reach
7.31 dB [37]. In the present case, the results in the compact
size chamber and the full-scale certification chamber are very
comparable. The differences between the antenna patterns
seem larger than the throughput, because the throughput
results are acquired through averaging the performance over
all angles.
Both the antenna reconstructions and the throughput are
validated in this section. The results validate the compact
solution are critical to the feasibility demonstration of the
compact solution.
⎛⎡

The conventional RTS method implemented in the far-field
is one of the MIMO OTA test standards specified by the 3GPP,
and the measurement uncertainties were discussed in [7] and
[11]. Different from the standard RTS, the far-field patterns
are obtained through near-field to far-field transformation in
the compact solution in this paper. Therefore, in this part, two
additional measurement uncertainties are discussed, which are
mainly contributed by the antenna pattern processing
The far-field antenna patterns are derived by combining the
source reconstruction technique with the near-field measurements. So the uncertainty may lie primarily with two factors.
The first one is the antenna pattern measurement errors in the
near field. Considering the measurement errors in magnitude
and phase, the (d, p) component of the practical measured and
applied
channel
coefficient matrix described in (23), where
⎤
⎡
R|E o,1
⎢ R|E o,2 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥ is the practical measured antenna patterns in
⎢
..
⎦
⎣
.
R|E o,S
near field with⎡uncertainties
included, which is related to the
⎤
E o,1
⎢ E o,2 ⎥
⎢
⎥
accurate value⎢ . ⎥ [detailed in formula (22)] as
⎣ .. ⎦
E o,S
⎤
R|E o,1
⎢ R|E o,2 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥ = E d ∗ e j ϕd
⎢ ..
⎦
⎣ .
⎡

R|E o,S

⎡

⎤
E o,1
⎢ E o,2 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ .. ⎥
⎣ . ⎦

(25)
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where E d × e j ϕd is the pattern measurement error of the dth
antenna.
From (22) and (23), and (24), shown at the bottom of the
previous page, we can have that
j ϕd
R|h new
×h new
d, p (t) = E d × e
d, p (t).

(26)

Then, the practical applied channel coefficient matrix
(marked as R|H new (t)) is
R|H new (t)
⎤
⎤⎡ new
⎡
h 1,1 (t) · · · h new
E 1 × e j ϕ1 · · ·
0
1,P (t)
⎥
⎥⎢
⎢
..
..
..
..
..
..
=⎣
⎦
⎦⎣
.
.
.
.
.
.
new
new
j
ϕ
D
h D,1 (t) · · · h D,P (t)
0
· · · ED × e
⎡
⎤
j
ϕ
1
E1 × e
···
0
⎢
⎥
.
..
new
.
..
..
=⎣
(27)
⎦ × H (t).
.
0

···

E D × e j ϕD

Following the derivations [from formula (16) to formula (32)]
in [11], this kind of error can also be minimized, and would
not impact the MIMO throughput tests.
Another contributor of uncertainty is the observation coordinate calculation. As stated before, the observation computing errors (marked as R) would be introduced into the
near-field-to-far-field transformation, and impact the far-field
antenna patterns. The higher the frequency, the larger the phase
measurement error caused by the R, the lower the pattern
rebuilding accuracy. The relationship between the R and
the pattern reconstruction errors is required to be validated
carefully, which is another topic for future research.
V. C ONCLUSION
A compact measurement solution for 5G MIMO OTA
evaluations is reported in this paper, where for the first
time the RTS method embedding a transformation matrix is
applied. Overcoming the direct far-field measurement scenario dramatically reduces the test distance. This solution
significantly reduces test expenses, compared with full-scale
MIMO OTA test systems, and without losing the measurement
accuracy. Considering that there are two standard MIMO OTA
test methods (RTS and MPAC) for 4G, the RTS approach
with the near-field-to-far-field transformation integrated can
realize throughput evaluations in a compact size system, which
is also one of its unique advantages. Hence, the proposed
solution is a promising candidate for 5G terminal measurement
standardizations.
On the other hand, for a limited size OTA measurement
system, the bigger the DUT, the larger will be the measurement
errors. These errors are not readily quantifiable. Therefore,
the proposed near-field-to-far-field transformation-based RTS
test method eliminates the measurement distance-related errors
so that the MIMO OTA test can be performed in a more
compact and cost-effective chamber.
Finally, although lacking 5G high-frequency validations
(caused by lacking the terminals), experiments are performed
in the bands of 751 MHz and 3.8 GHz (4G LTE and 5G
frequency range 1), which further demonstrate this new nearfield solution for 5G.
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